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Abstract
In this paper, we propose using Bayesian sequential Monte Carlo
(SMC) algorithm to estimate the univariate Gaussian mixture autore-
gressive (GMAR) model. The prominent beneﬁt of the Bayesian ap-
proach is that the stationarity restriction required by the GAMRmodel
can be straightforwardly imposed via prior distribution. In addition,
compared to MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) and other simula-
tion based algorithms, the SMC is robust to multimodal posteriors,
and capable of providing fast on-line estimation when new data is
available. Furthermore, it has a linear computational complexity and
is ready for parallelism. To demostrate the SMC, an empirical appli-
cation with US GDP growth data is considered. After estimation, we
conduct the Bayesian model selection to evaluate the empirical evi-
dence for diﬀerent GMAR models. To facilitate the realization of this
compute-intensive estimation, we parallelize the SMC algorithm on a
nVidia CUDA compatible Graphical Process Unit (GPU) card.
Keywords: Nonlinear Time Series, Gaussian mixture autore-
gressive, Sequential Monte Carlo, Particle Filter, Bayesian Inference,
GPGPU, Parallel Computing.
JEL Classiﬁcation: C11, C32, C52, C88
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1 Introduction
Mixture autoregressive model is a recent development in nonlinear time se-
ries, it ﬁrst appeared in Martin (1992) as multipredictor autoregressive time
series (MATS) model. Later, Le, Martin and Raftery (1996) introduced the
Gaussian mixture transition distribution (GMTD) model. Later, Le, Martin
and Raftery (1996) introduced the Gaussian mixture transition distribution
(GMTD) model. Wong and Li (2000, 2001) further generalized the GMTD
model to the mixture autoregressive (MAR, hereafter) model. Glasbey (2001)
also considered a ﬁrst order mixture autoregressive model and applied it to
solar radiation data. Lanne and Saikkonen (2003), Gourieroux and Robert
(2006), Dueker, Sola and Spagnolo (2007) discussed similar models and their
applications. Recently, Kalliovirta, Meitz, and Saikkonen (2015) extended
the model of Glasbey (2001) to general p-th order, and by choosing mixing
weights of the MAR model based on Gaussian assumption, they formed the
Gaussian mixture autoregressive (GMAR, hereafter) model.
The MAR model provides a ﬂexible and intuitive framework for conduct-
ing statistical inference. In particular, its attractiveness comes from three
aspects: ﬁrst, the MAR allows the possibility to obtain a stationary pro-
cess by combining stationary AR processes with nonstationary AR processes.
Second, given past history, the conditional distribution of underlying time
series can be multimodal. Third, the MAR is capable of capturing the con-
ditional heteroscedasticity, which is common in many nonlinear time series.
These features make the MAR an ideal candidate for modeling nonlinear
time series. On the other hand, as a special form of the MAR model, the
GMAR model oﬀering several appealing properties: it is deﬁned in such a
way that guarantees the stationarity and ergodicity conditions. In addition,
for a p-th order model, the p + 1 dimensional stationary distribution can
be expressed explicitly by a mixture of Gaussian distributions with constant
mixing weights.
Our major motivation using Bayesian method stems from the formulation
of the GMAR model, which deﬁnes the mixing weights to follow a Gaussian
AR process and imposes stationarity restrictions in its deﬁnition. Therefore,
the Bayesian approach we propose here provides a natural treatment for the
GMAR model as the stationarity restrictions required by the GAMR model
can be straightforwardly imposed via prior distribution. In the statistics liter-
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ature, mixture models can be estimated by various Bayesian approaches. The
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm is one of the most commonly
used algorithms. In theory, it is able to provide a complete picture of the
posterior distribution, but the biggest challenge in practice comes from the
complexity of the posterior distribution pit(θ) , which tends to be highly mul-
timodal and asymmetric. Standard MCMC algorithms can be easily trapped
in local suboptimal modes or other subspace (see Celeux et al. (2000) and
Jasra et al. (2005)), and therefore do not converge in this scenario.
In this paper, we consider sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) algorithm as
an alternative solution to estimate the GMAR model. In contrary to afore-
mentioned algorithms, the SMC has several advantages: ﬁrst, as a sequential
importance sampling based algorithm, it is robust to multimodal posteriors
and can be used in high dimension scenarios. In addition, the SMC is ca-
pable of producing fast on-line updating of the estimation when new data
is available. For general state space time series models, it can be used not
only for parameter (and state) estimation (ﬁltering) but also for smoothing
and forecasting. Furthermore, compared to MCMC algorithms, SMC signiﬁ-
cantly simpliﬁed the tuning process. Finally, the SMC admits a competitive
linear computational complexity of1 O(N) at each time and the algorithm is
ready for parallelism.
To the best of our knowledge, the literature in nonlinear time series econo-
metrics using SMC to estimate mixture models is scarce. A close work is
Carvalho, Lopes, Polson and Taddy (2010) which develops a particle learn-
ing algorithm to estimate general Dirichlet process mixture models. However,
their framework is an auxiliary particle ﬁlter (APF, see Pitt and Shephard
(1999)) variation of the early work by MacEachern and Muller (1998).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in next section we brieﬂy
review the MAR model and the GMAR model. In the third section, we
introduce the SMC algorithm in general and describe our estimation proce-
dures. The fourth section is dedicated to an empirical example where we
use SMC algorithm to estimate the GMAR model of US GDP growth rate.
We provide three technical appendices: the ﬁrst one discusses the details of
resampling procedure and the second one discusses the general idea of paral-
lelization based on CUDA platform, the last appendix provides a ﬂowchart
of our SMC algorithm.
1O(·) is the BachmannLandau notation for complexities. In particular, O(N) indicates
linear complexity.
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2 Model
We consider an M -component mixture autoregressive model for the time
series of interest yt. The model can be described by the conditional density
of yt given its past information:
f(yt|Ft−1) =
M∑
m=1
αm,t
1
σm
φ
(
yt − µm,t
σm
)
, (1)
where Ft−1 denotes the σ-algebra generated by {yt−j, j > 0}, and αm,t (m =
1, . . . ,M) are positive time varying mixing weights that satisfy
M∑
m=1
αm,t = 1
for all t. φ (·) denotes the probability density function of a standard nor-
mal random variable, and σ2m (m = 1, . . . ,M) is the variance of the mth
component of the mixture. The quantity µm,t in (1) is given by:
µm,t = ϕm,0 +
p∑
i=1
ϕmt,iyt−i , (m = 1, . . . ,M) (2)
where ϕm,0 is a constant term and ϕm,1, · · · , ϕm,p are unknown autoregressive
coeﬃcients. It is worth mentioning that if the mixture weights are assumed
to be time invariant (i.e., αm,t = αm), then (1) becomes the MAR model of
Wong and Li (2000).
From (1) and (2), it can be seen that the conditional expectation of yt is
the weighted average of µm,t:
E(yt|Ft−1) =
M∑
m=1
αm,tµm,t =
M∑
m=1
αm,t
(
ϕm,0 +
p∑
i=1
ϕm,iyt−i
)
. (3)
Similarly, the conditional variance of yt can be expressed as:
V ar(yt|Ft−1) =
M∑
m=1
αm,tσ
2
m +
M∑
m=1
αm,t
(
µm,t −
N∑
n=1
αn,tµn,t
)2
. (4)
This equals the weighted average of σ2m plus an extra term. The extra term
equals 0 when µ1,t = · · · = µm,t. Therefore, the conditional variance in (4) is
the smallest in this case. Otherwise, the more µm,t diﬀers from each other,
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the larger is the conditional variance.
The GMAR model proposed by Kalliovirta, Meitz, and Saikkonen (2015)
is based on a particular choice of the time varying mixing weights αm,t (m =
1, . . . ,M) in (1). To provide a formula for the mixing weights, we ﬁrst deﬁne
an M -component auxiliary Gaussian AR(p) processes:
vm,t = ϕm,0 +
p∑
i=1
ϕm,ivm,t−i + σmt, (m = 1, . . . ,M) (5)
where t is a standard normal random variable which is independent of
{yt−j, j > 0}, and the autoregressive coeﬃcients ϕm = (ϕm,1, · · · , ϕm,p) are
assumed to satisfy the stationarity condition:
ϕm(z) = 1−
p∑
i=1
ϕm,iz
i 6= 0 for |z| ≤ 1. (m = 1, . . . ,M) (6)
We proceed by deﬁning a normally distributed random vector vm,t = (vm,t, · · · , vm,t−p+1)′
with density (cf. (5)):
np (vm,t|ϑm) = (2pi)−q/2det(Γm,p)−1/2
×exp
{
−1
2
(νm,t − µm1p)′ Γ−1m,p (νm,t − µm1p)
}
, (7)
where ϑm = (ϕm,0, ϕm, σ
2
m)
′, and µm1p is the mean vector of vm,t (m =
1, . . . ,M). Speciﬁcally, µm =
ϕm,0
ϕm(1)
, ϕm(1) = 1−
p∑
i=1
ϕm,i, and 1p = (1, · · · , 1)′p×1.
The covariance matrix Γm,p (m = 1, . . . ,M) in (7) is a p × p Toeplitz
matrix with γm,0 = Cov(vm,t, vm,t) along the main diagonal and γm,i =
Cov(vm,t, vm,t−i) (i = 1, . . . , p − 1) on the diagonal above and below the
main diagonal.
Using (7), the time varying mixing weights αm,t in (1) can be expressed
as
αm,t =
αmnp (yt−1|ϑm)
M∑
n=1
αnnp (yt−1|ϑn)
, (8)
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where yt−1 = (yt−1, · · · , yt−p)T , and αm ∈ (0, 1) (m = 1, 2, . . . ,M) are un-
known time invariant mixing weights that satisfy
M∑
m=1
αm = 1.
Equations (1), (5) and (8) deﬁne a GMAR(p,M) model. As shown
in Theorem 1 and its proof of Kalliovirta, Meitz and Saikkonen (2015),
yt = (yt, · · · , yt−p+1)′ is an ergodic Markov chain on Rp with a stationary
distribution characterized by the density:
f(yt|θ) =
M∑
m=1
αmnp (yt|ϑm) , (9)
where θ = (ϑ1, · · · , ϑm, α1, · · · , αM−1).
The above equation states the fact that the stationary distribution of yt is
a mixture ofM multivariate normal distributions with time invariant mixing
weights αm. Moreover, the stationary distribution of the (p+ 1)-dimensional
random vector (yt,y
′
t)
′ is also a Gaussian mixture with density
f(yt,yt−1|θ) =
M∑
m=1
αmnp+1 (yt,yt−1|ϑm) . (10)
Obviously, (9) and (10) are of the same parametric form, but (10) is (p+ 1)-
dimensional. Consequently, the marginal distributions of the elements of the
vector (yt,yt−1) belong to the same family.
Under the stationarity assumption in (6), the time invariant mixing weight
αm can be interpreted as the unconditional probability of the random vec-
tor yt being generated from the mth component of the Gaussian mixture
described in (9). Likewise, αm represents the unconditional probability of
y being generated from the mth component of Gaussian mixture density
M∑
m=1
αmn1 (y|ϑm), where n1 (·) is a normal density with mean µm and vari-
ance γm,0.
To provider further intuition, we consider an alternative expression of the
GMAR model. Let Pt−1(·) denote the conditional probability of an event
given past information Ft−1. For each time t, let st = (st,1, · · · , st,M)′ be an
unobserved M -dimensional random vector such that st and t are indepen-
dent conditional on Ft−1. The conditional probability (condition on Ft−1)
that an element of the vector st takes the value one while the other elements
equal zero is given by
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Pt−1(st,1 = 0, · · · , st,m = 1, · · · , st,M = 0) = αm,t. (m = 1, . . . ,M) (11)
Thus, the mixing weights αm,t can be interpreted as the probabilities that
determine which of the M components generates the observation yt. As a
result, the GMAR model can be rewritten as:
yt =
M∑
m=1
st,m (vm,t + σmt) =
M∑
m=1
st,m
(
ϕm,0 +
p∑
i=1
ϕm,ivm,t−i + σmt
)
. (12)
It can be seen from (8), (11) and (12) that αm in (8) also represents
the unconditional probability of yt being generated from the mth AR com-
ponent in (12), where the time varying mixing weight αm,t represents the
corresponding conditional probability αm,t. In particular, αm,t depends on
the numerator of (8) which is a product of αm and np (yt−1|ϑm). The latter
part of the product, np (yt−1|ϑm), can be interpreted as the likelihood of the
mth AR component in (12). The larger the likelihood is, the more likely yt
is generated from the mth AR component of (12) . However, the conditional
probability αm,t is also aﬀected by αm, which is the weight of np (yt−1|ϑm) in
(9). In other words, αm can oﬀset a large value of np (yt−1|ϑm) making αm,t
small.
3 Bayesian Inference of the GMAR model
3.1 Framework
The posterior distribution pi(θ|y) is proportional to the product of the likeli-
hood function and the prior distribution:
pi(θ|y) ∝ pi(θ)f(y|θ), (13)
where θ is the vector containing unknown parameters (see the discussion
following (9)), pi(θ) is the prior distribution of the parameters θ, and f(y|θ)
is the likelihood function.
As discussed in Kalliovirta, Meitz, and Saikkonen (2015), the stationary
distribution of the GMAR process (9) is known under the assumption that
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the autoregressive coeﬃcients ϕm = (ϕm,1, · · · , ϕm,p) (m = 1, . . . ,M) in (5)
satisﬁed the stationarity condition (6). To the best of our knowledge, the
GMAR model is the only mixture model that can admit the exact station-
ary distribution. As an advantage of Bayesian methods, such stationarity
restrictions can be straightforwardly imposed via prior distribution.
As long as the stationary condition (6) holds, we can make use of initial
values to construct the exact likelihood function. In particular, given ob-
served data y1,· · · ,yT , the likelihood function of the GMAR model takes the
following form:
f(y|θ) =
(
M∑
m=1
αmnp (y0|ϑm)
)
T∏
t=1
Lt(θ), (14)
where
Lt(θ) =
M∑
m=1
αm,t(θ)(2piσ
2
m)
−1/2exp
(
−(yt − µm,t(ϑm))
2
2σ2m
)
.
Notice that the time-varying mixing weight αm,t(θ) and the conditional ex-
pectation µm,t(ϑm), (ϑm ⊂ θ) are both functions of the parameters (cf. (5)
and (8)).
The posterior distribution of the parameters pi(θ|y) is obtained by com-
bining (14) and the prior distribution pi(θ).
3.2 SMC estimation
In the Bayesian context, summary statistics (e.g. mean, variance, etc.) of the
posterior distribution serves as an estimate of the parameters. However, as
the posterior distribution (13) is analytically intractable, we estimate it using
the SMC algorithm. The summaries of the posterior distribution can be then
calculated by Monte Carlo methods. In this section we brieﬂy discuss how
the SMC algorithm can be eﬀectively implemented to estimate the posterior
distribution of the parameters of the GMAR model.
The SMC is an iterative algorithm that produces a sequence of particle
system. We deﬁne the collection of N duplets (θit, w
i
t) (i ∈ N) in the space
of interest Θt × R+ as a particle system {θit, wit}i∈N , t ∈ L = {1, · · · , L}
(L ≤ T ). The variable θit (i ∈ N) refers to a particle and it is associated
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with a corresponding weight denoted by wit (i ∈ N). The particle system
{θit, wit}i∈N targets a given distribution pit in such a way that
N∑
i=1
witψ(θ
i
t)→ Epit(ψ), (15)
almost surely as N →∞, for any pit−integrable function ψ.
Since the target distributions considered in this paper are deﬁned on the
common space Θt = Θ, the target distribution pit is the posterior density of
θ given data up to time t (t ∈ L): pit(θ) = pi(θ|yt). In particular, let integers
τt (t ∈ L) denote the dates of observations, such that τ0 = 0 < τ1 < · · · <
τL = T . Then, from (14), the kernel of the posterior can be expressed as
pi(θ|yτt) ∝ pi(θ)
τt∏
n=1
M∑
m=1
αm,n(θ)(2piσ
2
m)
−1/2exp
(
−(yn − µm,n(ϑm))
2
2σ2m
)
, (16)
where t ∈ L = {1, · · · , L} (L ≤ T ).
We now brieﬂy discuss the SMC algorithm which uses a sequence of par-
ticle system {θit, wit}i∈N to estimate the target distribution. We initialize the
algorithm by sampling N particles {θi0}i∈N from the prior distribution pi0(θ).
Then following Chopin (2004), we drive our particle system {θit, wit}i∈N to-
ward the target distribution piT (θ) by repeating three steps of Correction,
Resampling and Mutation deﬁned below:
1. Correction: The correction step is used to add observations into the
particle system to update the importance weights that reﬂect the den-
sity of the particles in the current iteration. Due to the fact that for the
GMAR model, target distributions are deﬁned on the common space
(Θt = Θ), the importance weights are given by wt(θ) = pit(θ)/pit−1(θ).
In particular, from (14), the kernel of the weight function can be ex-
pressed as
w˜it(θ) =
τt∏
n=τt−1+1
M∑
m=1
αim,n
1
σim
φ
(
yn − µim,n
σim
)
, (i ∈ N) (17)
where w˜it(θ) are unnormalized particle weights calculated using α
i
m,n,
σim, µ
i
m,n (i ∈ N). These weights are then normalized as
wit =
w˜it∑N
i=1 w˜
i
t
, (i ∈ N). (18)
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2. Resampling: The resampling step combines the normalized particle
weights (18) and particles
{
θit−1
}
i∈N in a collection
{
θit−1, w
i
t
}
i∈N . Then,
the residual resampling method is applied to simulate
{
θˆit−1
}
i∈N
. The
residual resampling ﬁrst removes particles with low weights, then repli-
cates particles with high weights multiple times and ﬁnally assigns the
same weights to all resampled particles. After resampling, the new
particle system
{
θˆit−1, 1
}
i∈N
approximates pit(θ).
3. Mutation: The simulated particles
{
θˆit−1
}
i∈N
are mutated according
to a random-walk Metropolis-Hasting kernel θˆit ∼ p(θˆt|yτt , c2Cov(θˆt−1))
(i ∈ N), where the p.d.f admits pit(θ) as an invariance density.
For more elaborate discussion of this algorithm we refer to Del Moral, Doucet
and Jasra (2006), which also provides the convergence results for the algo-
rithm. It is worth mentioning that in the aforementioned algorithm the
particles are mutated after the resampling step. This is for the concern of
accuracy of the particle approximation {θit, 1}i∈N of pit(θ), in terms of fore-
casting. Note that, the accuracy can be readily improved by increasing the
number of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations in the mutation
phase.
A practical issue of the algorithm is that the discrepancy between the
sequential importance distribution and the target distribution tends to in-
crease with t, which leads to a degeneracy of the particle system. Although,
resampling T times (i.e., τ1 = 1, · · · , τL = T ) can keep the successive poste-
rior distributions as close to each other as possible, this approach is usually
not ideal as the resampling increases the variance of the estimates and re-
duce the number of distinct particles (see Chopin (2004) and Del Moral,
Doucet and Jasra (2012)). Therefore, we resample only when necessary for
preventing the degeneracy of the particles. More speciﬁcally, we adopt the
adaptive procedure of Durham and Geweke (2014) to produce τ1, · · · , τL. In
particular, at each cycle t ∈ L = {1, · · · , L} (L ≤ T ), conditional on the
previous cycles, the posterior density pi(θ|yτt) in (16) is obtained by intro-
ducing one new data observation at a time into the system, until a speciﬁc
stopping criteria is met. We use the eﬀective sample size (ESS, hereafter)
proposed by Liu and Chen(1998) to monitor the degeneracy of the particles.
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ESS
def
=
[∑N
i=1
(
wt(θ
i
t−1)
)2]−1 ∈ [1, N ]. The smaller the ESS is, the higher
is the degeneracy, and we use N/2 as the stopping threshold (see Del Moral,
Doucet and Jasra (2012)). The convergence results presented in Del Moral,
Doucet and Jasra (2006) suggest that (15) holds almost surely for the particle
system generated by this adaptive algorithm.
Regarding the Mutation step, we use the random walk Metropolis-Hasting
algorithm. The covariance matrix of the proposal distribution is constructed
from the associated elements of the sample covariance matrix of the current
population of the particles Cov(θr−1,t), where r = 1, · · · , R, andR is the max-
imum number of iteration. The covariance matrix is further multiplied by an
adaptive tuning parameter c, (0.1 ≤ c ≤ 1), that used to keep the MH accep-
tance rate at 0.25 (see Lanne and Luoto (2015), Durham and Geweke (2014),
and Herbst and Schorfheide (2014)). In particular, c is set to be c + 0.01 if
the acceptance rate is greater than 0.25, and set to be c − 0.01 otherwise.
This procedure is repeated independently for each particle θit (i ∈ N) until
the particles are clearly distinct. Following Durham and Geweke (2014), we
use relative numerical eﬃciency (RNE) as a measure of particle divergence
(also see Geweke(2005,276)). We use the autocovariance of the predictive
likelihood to calculate the RNE, and terminate the particle mutation when
the RNE value exceeds a certain threshold. We set the maximum number of
MCMC iteration in our algorithm at 200.
Below, is the summary of our SMC algorithm:
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Algorithm 1 (pseudo-code): SMC for the GMAR model
1 Set number of particles← N , maximum number of iteration ← T
2 t← 0
3 {θi0}i∈N ∼ N(θ|µΘ, σ2Θ) //Initialize the particles
4 {wi0}i∈N ← 1/N //Initialize particle weights
5 while RNE condition not true
6 while ESS condition not true
7 t← t+ 1
8
{
wit+1
}
i∈N ∝ {wit}i∈N · f(yt|yt−1, θ) //Updating weights
9 end (ESS)
10
{
θˆit−1, 1
}
i∈N
← {θit−1, wit}i∈N //Resampling
11 {θit}i∈N ∼ f(θˆt|θˆt−1) //Propagate particles
12 {wit}i∈N ∝ f(yt|yt−1, θ) //Weight particles
13 θˆit ∼ p(θˆt|yt, c2Cov(θˆt−1)) //Mutation
14 end (RNE)
4 Empirical example
In this section, we estimate GMAR models for the U.S. Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) growth data using the SMC algorithm explained in previous
section. We ﬁrst motivate the use of the GMAR model. Then we report
our posterior results for the GMAR models with diﬀerent number of states
(M) and lags (p). Finally, we conduct Bayesian model selection to evaluate
empirical evidence for diﬀerent GMAR models.
4.1 Background
One well-known characteristics of the U.S. business cycle is the asymmetry
of real output across diﬀerent business cycles. Nelson and Plosser (1982),
Cochrane (1988) have documented the stylized fact of the U.S. economy that
the output growth is positively autocorrelated over short horizons and has
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weak and possible insigniﬁcant negative autocorrelation over long horizons.
Cogley and Nason (1995) investigated the diﬃculties of using real business
cycle (RBC) models to replicate this recognized pattern and suggested that
standard RBC models have weak propagation mechanism and must rely on
exogenous sources of dynamics.
Among the extensive literature, Hamilton (1989) is a distinguished ex-
ample. In his seminal paper, Hamilton used a two-regime Markov-switching
autoregressive (MSAR, hereafter) model to study the U.S. real GNP growth,
and successfully captured the asymmetry in the business cycle and the esti-
mated shifts between the two phases accord well with the National Bureau of
Economic Research (NBER) chronology of U.S. business cycle. Hamilton's
paper also stimulated the applications of Markov-switching class models in
describing the dynamics of many macroeconomic time series (See Hamilton
(2008)). Similar evidence obtained in Kim et al. (2005), and Camacho and
Perez-Quiros (2007), inter alia, further conﬁrmed that the output growth
dynamics might be better captured by shifts between business cycle states
rather than by the traditional linear autoregressive models.
Despite its popularity, there are two major drawbacks in the Hamilton's
model. On the one hand, it assumes that the Markov state variable governing
the switch of the regime is strictly exogenous, and thus independent of the
regression disturbance at all leads and lags. This exogenous assumption is
not generally realistic as the aggregate output may simultaneously aﬀect the
current state of the business cycle. On the other hand, Hamilton's model is
limited to the case of two regimes, even it can capture the short and steep pat-
tern of recessions relative to expansions, it ignores another important feature
of the business cycle which has been documented during the sample period:
Typically, recessions were entailed with high growth recovery phases that
bring output back to its per-recession level. Sichel (1994) and Boldin (1996)
extended Hamilton's model to a three-regime Markov-switching model, and
applied it to capture a high growth recovery state. In line with these stud-
ies, Kim and Murray (2002) and Kim and Piger (2000) suggest dividing the
business cycle into three phases: recession, high growth and normal growth.
Inasmuch as these limitations of the MSAR model have been discovered,
we propose to use the GMAR model to study the US GDP data. One obvious
reason for this choice is that the GMAR can be viewed as a time inhomo-
geneous MSAR model2, which has endogenously determined state variables.
2See discussion in section 2.4 of Kalliovirta, Meitz, and Saikkonen (2015).
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In the following parts of this section, we discuss empirical evidence that lend
support of using the GMAR model as a novel alternative model for the U.S.
GDP growth dynamics.
4.2 Estimation results
We estimate GMAR models with diﬀerent number of states (M ∈ {2, 3})
and lags (p ∈ {2, · · · , 5}). Figure 2 depicts the data3 used in this empir-
ical analysis, which consists of the quarterly U.S. GDP growth series from
1947:Q1 to 2015:Q1.
To present our empirical results, we start by checking the plots of the
marginal parameter posterior distributions. We ﬁrst look at the GMAR
model with three states and two lags (M = 3, p = 2). Figures 3 to 8 plot
the scatter plot and histogram of simulated logσ1, logσ2, logσ3, respectively.
We observe two distinguish modes in both ﬁgures. Figure 9 to 14 provide
the scatterplot of (logσ1, logσ2), (logσ1, logσ3), (logσ2, logσ3) and their joint
histogram respectively. As a common pattern of these joint histograms, there
are at least four identiﬁable modes, two of them are quite obvious, whereas
the rest are not very clear. This observation is not surprising, because accord-
ing to Celeux, Hurn and Robert (2000), anM -component mixture model may
have up to M ! possible (local) submodes4. We also observe similar bimodal-
ity pattern in the two-state, two-lag (M = 2, p = 2) GMAR model. Figures
16 to 19 display the histograms of logσ1 and logσ2. Figures 20, 21 provide
the scatterplot of (logσ1, logσ2) and their joint histogram, where we see only
two distinguished modes, with almost no outlier. However, the observed bi-
modality in parameter σ warrant further examination as we notice all other
parameters in these models are unimodally distributed (see Figure 15 and
Figure 22). A potential issue here is the so-called label switching problem,
which is common in Bayesian estimation of mixture model. It arises when
sample from the unconstrained posterior distribution, since the label of the
mixture component is switching over time, it is therefore unknown that the
sampled parameter corresponds to which of the labeled subspace. Ignore this
label switching problem may result the unconstrained posterior distribution
to be sensitive to the permutation of the components of the mixture model.
To examine if the posterior distribution of σi (i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}) is invariant
3Data are obtained from: https://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/GDP/
4For instance, when M = 3 there will be 3! = 6 local submodals.
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to label switching, also to identify diﬀerent states of the US GDP within the
sample period, following Frühwirth-Schnatte (2001), we consider to impose
a labeling constraint to the unconstrained posterior distribution. There are
two major criteria for the selection of this labeling constraint: ﬁrst, it should
serve the purpose of identify diﬀerent states of the economy. To this extend,
constraints like σ1 < · · · < σM are excluded as it can not be used to distin-
guish recessions from expansions. Second, as discussed in Frühwirth-Schnatte
(2001), the labeling constraint should take the geometry (for example, the
multimodality pattern) of the interested marginal parameter posterior dis-
tribution into account. In our case, as shown above, only parameters σi,
(i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}) exhibiting bimodality. If we use σ1 < · · · < σM as our con-
straint, we are actually introduce a bimodal bias toward those unimodally
distributed parameters.
In particular, we opt to impose constraint µ1 < µ2 · · · < µM on the
unconstrained posterior distribution, where µm is the unconditional mean
of state m, m ∈ (1, · · · ,M). We then permute all particles according to
this constraint, and calculate the SMC estimates. Table 1 reports the esti-
mates of four diﬀerent GMAR models. As a general observation, for three-lag
GMAR models5, the estimate of the ﬁrst two autoregressive components are
all positive and signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero, whereas the estimates for
the third autoregressive component are all negative and very close to zero.
This ﬁnding veriﬁes the well known asymmetry of real output across diﬀerent
business cycles (see Nelson and Plosser (1982), and Cochrane (1988)). Since
similar asymmetry is not observed in two-lag GMAR models, we believe that
lag length of three is the threshold of capturing this important feature of
the US economy. Table 1 also reveals another interesting ﬁnding: for three-
state GMAR models, after imposing the labeling constraint, we identify three
states with completely diﬀerent unconditional means. We label the state with
negative mean as the recession state, and the state with small positive mean
(around 1) and bigger positive mean (around 3) as the normal and the fast
growth state, respectively. This ﬁnding conforms with the results reported
in Sichel (1994) and Boldin (1996), and reinforce the argument by Kim and
Piger (2000) and Kim and Murray (2002) that suggest to divide the business
cycle into three phases: recession, fast growth and normal growth.
To further examine the eﬀects of the labeling constraint on the geometry
5Similar result can also be found in the estimates of GMAR models with more than
three lags.
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of marginal posterior distribution of σ, we consider a GMAR(3,3) model and
plot the corresponding histograms of σ in Figure 23. The ﬁrst row displays
the histograms of the unconstrained posterior distributions of σ, where we can
see bimodality in both regimes. The second row displays the histograms of σ
after imposing the labeling constraint. Surprisingly, the labeling constraint
almost completely removes the bimodality of σ in the recession (left column)
and fast growth (right column) regimes. The resulting unique mode of σ
in the recession regime is about 0.5, smaller than 1.2, which is the unique
mode of the fast growth regime. Intuitively, this implies that the economy
in the recession regime is less volatile than in the fast growth regime. It also
suggests that possible regime switching has no eﬀect on the uncertainty level
of these two regimes. Meanwhile, for the identiﬁed normal growth regime,
the bi-modes of σ have been reshaped by the labeling constraint to be more
asymmetric: the dominating mode is around 0.5, and the dominated mode
is around 1.2. We tend to interpret 0.5, the dominating mode, as the general
uncertainty level of this regime, and ascribe the increase in the second mode
to the uncertainty entailed with possible regime switching.
We have the impression, among the four candidate models presented in
Table 1, the GMAR(3,3) apparently is the most appropriate model. It does
not only capture the asymmetry of output across diﬀerent business cycles,
but also identify three distinguish states of the US GDP growth. To formally
evaluate evidence for GMAR models with diﬀerent speciﬁcations, we adopt
Bayesian model selection framework.
4.3 Model selection
The Bayesian model selection is based on the marginal likelihoods of data
given GMAR models with diﬀerent states and lags. Thanks to the power-
lessness of the SMC algorithm, we obtain these nontrivial model likelihoods
as by-products of our estimation. Table 2 lists log marginal likelihoods of
data given diﬀerent GMAR models. For computational reason, these quanti-
ties are calculated from the unconstrained6 parameter posterior distribution.
The bigger the model likelihood is, the better the model ﬁts the data. As we
noted, in general, GMAR models with more states and longer lags tend to
perform better.
6According to Bayesian theory, the inclusion of the identiﬁcation constraint does not
change the model likelihoods.
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To oﬀer direct comparison, Table 3 combines the results of log Bayesian
Factor (2lnK) for diﬀerent GMAR(p,M) models, where p ∈ (2, · · · , 5),
M ∈ (2, 3). These quantities are calculated7 from the log marginal likeli-
hoods presented in Table 2. For simplicity, we use the notation G(p,M) in
Table 3 to represent the GMAR model with p lags and M states. The ﬁrst
column of Table 3 lists GMAR models with diﬀerent lags and number of
regimes. Each of these models is used as the benchmark model to compare
with alternative models listed in the ﬁrst row of Table 3. The resulting log
Bayesian Factors may take diﬀerent signs, where the positive sign indicates
the benchmark GMAR model (in the column) is supported against the al-
ternative GMAR model (in the row), and the negative sign indicates there
is evidence against the benchmark model. The numerical value indicates
the strength of evidence. We use the Kass and Raftery (1995) scale as the
interpretation of the strength of the evidence, Table 4 provides the scale.
Based on the results reported in Table 3, we ﬁnd: given lag length, three-
state GMAR models always outperform two-state alternatives. On the other
hand, given number of states, the model likelihood is increasing with the lag.
In particular, evidence conﬁrms that lag length of three is a threshold for the
GMAR model: when the lag is below this threshold, the model likelihood is
very low. Otherwise, the performance of the GMAR model is dramatically
improved. This substantial improvement in model likelihoods implies that
the asymmetry pattern of the US GDP across diﬀerent economic states is
too important to be ignored. Therefore, while using the GMAR model to
study the US GDP data, we need to include at least three lags to capture
this pattern.
Last but not least, from Table 2 and Table 3, we notice that the model
likelihood is keep increasing with the number of states and the lag length.
This monotonicity proves that the GMAR model has the ability to extract
information from more states and lags. However, after a certain threshold
(number of states and lags), the marginal improvement in model evidence is
decreasing8. It is therefore not always optimal to assume more states and
longer lags for the GMAR model. Owing to the fact that, including more
states and lags entails the estimation of more parameters. For the quarterly
7The log Bayesian Factor is calculated as two times the diﬀerence between the log
marginal likelihood of the benchmark model and the log marginal likelihood of the alter-
native model.
8According to Kass and Raftery Scale, after the threshold (M = 3, p = 5), the evidence
improvement from using more complex speciﬁcation is becoming ignoble.
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US GDP data of concern, given less than three hundred observations, in-
cluding too many (eg, more than three) states and too long (eg, more than
ﬁve) lags may lead to overﬁtting the model (see Hamilton (2015)). Moreover,
formal economic justiﬁcation of using more (than three) regimes still deserve
further investigation.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated using SMC algorithm to estimate the GMAR
model proposed by Kalliovirta, Meitz, and Saikkonen (2015). After pre-
senting our SMC estimation procedure, we considered an empirical example
regarding the GMAR model of the US GDP growth data. To examine the po-
tential label switching problem discussed in Frühwirth-Schnatte (2001), also
to eﬃciently identify diﬀerent states of the US GDP within the sample pe-
riod, after estimation, we imposed a labeling constraint to the unconstrained
posterior distribution. We also conducted Bayesian model selection based on
the marginal likelihoods of data given diﬀerent speciﬁcations of the GMAR
model to evaluate their appropriateness.
The contribution of this paper is fourfold: ﬁrst, we estimate the GMAR
model using SMC algorithm, which has several attractive properties: It is
robust to multimodal posteriors; It has a linear computational complexity
O(N) and ready for parallelism; It is capable of providing fast on-line esti-
mation when new data is available. Second, to identify diﬀerent states of the
US GDP growth, following Frühwirth-Schnatte (2001), we imposed a labeling
constraint to the unconstrained parameter posterior distribution. This con-
straint also helps us to recognize the bimodality in the posterior distribution
of σi (i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}). Third, we calculate marginal likelihood of data for
diﬀerent GMAR models as by-products of our SMC estimation, and conduct
Bayesian model selection based on these model likelihoods. Comparing to
information based criteria (like AIC, or BIC), Bayesian model selection pro-
vides a uniﬁed and easy-to-use framework for direct comparison of GMAR
models with diﬀerent setting. Fourth, we implement our SMC algorithm on
the nVidia CUDA GPU parallel computing platform, which further facili-
tates the realization of the compute-intensive algorithm. The inexpensive
parallel strategy discussed in this paper also provides guideline for future
computation-based researches.
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Appendix A: Residual resampling scheme
Algorithm (pseudo-code): Residual resampling
1 Calculate the integer part: Int← ΣbN.× wtc
2 Calculate the Residual ← N − Int
3 Calculate the modiﬁed weights: w˜t ← N.× wt − Int
Residual
4 for j ← 1 : N
5 for i← 1 : Int(j)
6 index(i)← j
7 i← i+ 1
8 end
9 end
10 Calculate the Cumsum of weights: Σ← cumsum(wt)
11 while i ≤ N
12 draw λ ∼ U(0, 1]
13 j ← 1
14 while Σ(j) < λ
15 j ← j + 1
16 end
17 index(i)← j
18 i← i+ 1
16 end
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Appendix B: Parallel considerations
Parallel computing is a computation strategy in which numerous calcu-
lations are carried out simultaneously, operating on the principle that large
problems can often be divided into smaller ones, and then solved concur-
rently. In high-performance computing industry, parallel computing has been
employed for many years and already become the dominant paradigm. In
order to facilitate the realization of the compute-intensive GMAR estima-
tion, in light of the general-purpose computing on graphics processing units
(GPGPU) philosophy, we tailor our SMC algorithm and parallelize it on a
consume level nVidia CUDA compatible Graphical Process Unit (GPU) card.
In this section, we brieﬂy discuss our parallel implementation of the SMC al-
gorithm on the nVidia CUDA platform. In addition, we provide a technical
appendix describing the details of parallelization at pseudo code level.
In the past decade, the highly parallel graphics processing unit (GPU) has
rapidly gained maturity as a powerful engine for computationally demanding
applications, and the General Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing
Units (GPGPU9) based parallelism is becoming popular. Unlike other par-
allel computing strategies that require expensive, dedicated hardware, GPUs
are very common in today's hardware. GPGPU compatible GPUs can be
found in almost every new computer (laptops, PCs, workstations, even clus-
ters). Powerful yet easy to access, GPGPU is potentially the most cost
eﬀective high performance computing platform.
CUDA10, also known as the Compute Uniﬁed Device Architecture, is a
parallel GPGPU computing platform developed by nVidia. It is designed
jointly at software and hardware levels to enable the use of the GPU in
general-purpose. At hardware level, any GPU card equipped with the nVidia
CUDA compatible chips can be used for general-purpose computation. Most
of these cards are capable for conducting billions of ﬂoating point11 opera-
tions per second, some high performance computation dedicated cards even
have supercomputer level performance12. At software level, the CUDA pro-
vides application programming interface (APIs) that gives programmer direct
9GPGPU is a computation solution to use the graphics processing unit (GPU) to per-
form computation.
10http://www.nvidia.com/object/cuda_home_new.html
11Floating point is a formulaic representation used in computing that approximates a
real number so as to support a trade-oﬀ between range and precision.
12For example, the nVidia GeForce Titan Black, one of the GPU cards we used to
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access to the GPU's virtual instruction set and parallel computational ele-
ments. This interface makes the CUDA an ideal abstraction for programmers
to achieve parallel speed-up from parallel data operations without taking care
of too much details. Typically, CUDA GPUs can execute our algorithms from
10 to 50 times faster than standard CPUs.
Although the CUDA platform is both powerful and promising, the GPU
programming diﬀers signiﬁcantly from traditional CPU programming. It re-
quires the architecture to be exploited by algorithms. In practice, transplant
existing codes to GPU platform for acceleration is more demanding than
simply move from one CPU platform to another. Signiﬁcant changes must
be made to the code, not only on algorithms but also on data structures. To
achieve a high performance parallel computing on the CUDA GPU platform,
we need to consider both the hardware and the software aspects.
With respect to the hardware, modern computers have a typical het-
erogeneous architecture which consists of one or more multicore CPUs and
GPUs. Under this architecture, instead of being standalone device, GPUs
must operate in conjunction with a CPU based host through a PCI express
bus13. Since CPUs are optimized for instruction intensive tasks and GPUs
are designed for data intensive operations. Their complementary attributions
enable the best performance by using both of them.
conduct the estimation, has 5.1 TFLOPS (Tera ﬂoating-point operations per second) for
single-precision calculation, and 1.3 TFLOPS for double-precision calculation. 1 TFLOPS
= 1012 FLPOS.
13In terms of GPU programming, we refer the CPU as the `host' and the GPU as the
`device'.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the heterogeneous (CPU/GPU) architecture.
According to Flynn's Taxonomy, a widely used classiﬁcation of computer
architecture, GPU belongs to the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
parallel architecture. It means there are multiple cores (thread processors),
all of them independently execute the same instruction stream at any time.
The CUDA using a similar Single instruction, multiple thread (SIMT) ar-
chitecture, where multi-threading is simulated by GPU processors. These
processors, say a number n of them, are capable to execute many more than
n tasks. This is achieved as each processor has multiple 'threads', which
execute in lock-step, and are analogous to SIMD 'lanes'.
With respect to the software, GPGPU is especially well-suited for algo-
rithms exhibiting two properties: data parallel14 and throughput intensive.
The former means that a processor can execute the operation on diﬀerent
data elements simultaneously. It focuses on mapping data elements to paral-
lel threads and operate at the same time. The later means that the algorithm
is designed to process massive data elements, so there should be plenty of
them to operate on in parallel. Taking advantage of these two properties,
GPUs achieve extreme performance by incorporating thousands of relatively
simple processing units to operate on many data elements simultaneously.
14In general, there are two fundamental types of parallelism model, task-based parallelism
and data-based parallelism. Task-based parallelism focuses on distributing instructions
across multiple cores and mainly implemented in CPU and operating system.
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Appendix C: Flow chart of the SMC algorithm
Table 1: SMC Estimates (labeling constraint: µ1 < · · · < µM )
GMAR(2, 2) GMAR(3, 2) GMAR(2, 3) GMAR(3, 3)
σ1 0.7324 0.5515 0.9614 1.3817
σ2 1.1110 1.1691 0.9026 0.7580
σ3 0.9962 1.1987
α1 0.4880 0.4904 0.2468 0.2109
α2 0.5120 0.5096 0.3971 0.4060
α3 0.3562 0.3831
µ1 1.3805 1.3489 -1.1175 -1.6580
µ2 1.7416 1.7298 1.4947 1.4337
µ3 3.4533 3.4731
ϕ1,0 0.6795 0.7115 0.4193 0.2006
ϕ2,0 0.7373 0.8254 0.7408 0.7031
ϕ3,0 1.0215 0.8392
ϕ1,1 0.2842 0.2703 0.3256 0.3719
ϕ1,2 0.2222 0.3258 0.0549 0.0806
ϕ1,3 -0.1227 -0.0407
ϕ2,1 0.4223 0.4497 0.3279 0.3443
ϕ2,2 0.1529 0.1692 0.1688 0.2726
ϕ2,3 -0.0973 -0.1101
ϕ3,1 0.3954 0.4555
ϕ3,2 0.1036 0.1601
ϕ3,3 -0.0711
Table 1: SMC estimates for four diﬀerent GMAR models. In particular, let
GMAR(p,M) denote the GMAR model with p lags and M regimes. These
estimates are calculated by Monte Carlo approximation. To identify diﬀerent
states, following Frühwirth-Schnatte (2001), we impose a labeling constraint on
µm, m ∈ (1, · · · ,M), such that µ1 < µ2 · · · < µM . All particles then permuted
according to this constraint.
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Table 2: log marginal likelihoods of data given model
M = 2 M = 3 M = 4 M = 5
p = 2 -362.7964 -362.5500 -361.7417 -361.6124
p = 3 -353.6275 -353.3204 -351.7975 -351.9863
p = 4 -349.9917 -349.7407 -348.2111 -348.5294
p = 5 -347.8468 -347.3192 -346.9334 -347.0751
Table 2: log marginal likelihoods of data given diﬀerent GMAR models.
The bigger the log marginal likelihood is, the better the model is.
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Table 3: log Bayesian Factors (2lnK) for diﬀerent GMAR models, where the notation
G(p,M) represents a GMAR model with p lags and M regimes. The ﬁrst column of
this table lists diﬀerent GMAR models used as the benchmark models to compare with
alternative GMAR models listed in the ﬁrst row. These log Bayesian Factors are calculated
as two times the diﬀerence of the log marginal likelihood of the benchmark model and the log
marginal likelihood of the alternative model. The resulting values may take diﬀerent signs,
where the positive sign indicates the benchmark GMAR model (in the column) is supported
against the alternative GMAR model (in the row), and the negative sign indicates there is
evidence against the benchmark.
Table 4: Kass and Raftery (1995) Scale of Bayesian Factor
Bayesian Factor (2lnK) Strength of evidence
0 to 2 not worth more than a bare mention
2 to 6 positive
6 to 10 strong
>10 very strong
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Figure 2 : US GDP growth (1947:Q1 to 2015:Q1)
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Figure 3: Simulated logσ1
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Figure 4: Histogram of simulated logσ1
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Figure 5: Simulated logσ2
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Figure 6: Histogram of simulated logσ2
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Figure 7: Simulated logσ3
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Figure 8: Histogram of simulated logσ3
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Figure 9: Simulated logσ1 and logσ2
Figure 10: Histogram of simulated logσ1 and logσ2
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Figure 11: Simulated logσ2 and logσ3
Figure 12: Histogram of simulated logσ2 and logσ3
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Figure 13: Simulated logσ1 and logσ3
Figure 14: Histogram of simulated logσ1 and logσ3
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Figure 15: Histograms of simulated other (than σ) parameters (M = 3, p = 2)
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Figure 16: Simulated logσ1
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Figure 17: Histogram of simulated logσ1
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Figure 18: Simulated logσ1
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Figure 19: Histogram of simulated logσ2
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Figure 20: Simulated logσ1 and logσ2
Figure 21: Histogram of simulated logσ1 and logσ2
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Figure 22: Histograms of simulated other (than σ) parameters (M = 2, p = 2)
Figure 23: Histogram of σ, before and after impose labeling constraint (M = 3, p = 3)
